
BROWNIES

Brownies
1 X  Bag of Mixed Chocolate Chips
1 X Bag of  Brownie Mix 
1 X  Bag of Cocoa Powder
1 X  Bag of Brown Sugar
1 X Bottle of Vegetable Oil (or  a third of the bigger 
bottle)

EQUIPMENT

Mixing Bowls  X 2 (one non metal) 
Large baking tray deep enough for the brownie mix 
or 22cm square will do 
Hand whisk or electric mixer 
Microwave
Greaseproof for lining the tray of tins

PREPARATION TIME:  20 MINS 
COOKING AND COOLING TIME: 60 MINS 

LET’S MAKE SOME BROWNIES 

1. Preheat your oven to 350°F (175°C) Gas 6.
2. Lightly grease your tray or tins, and line with Greaseproof 

if you have it.
3. Melt the chocolate chips (just keep some back to scatter on 

top) and the oil in the microwave in 20 second bursts
4. Put the eggs and sugar in a bowl and whisky for 4 to 5 mins 
5. Sift in Brownie flour,. Gently fold the dry ingredients into the 

wet ingredients until JUST combined (do not over beat as 
doing so will affect the texture of the brownies) or mix on a 
really low speed. For 1 min 

6. Top with chocolate chunks or you filling bits
7. Bake for 20-25 minutes, (check after there should be a slight 

wobble in the middle  or until the centre of the brownie no 
longer jiggles and is just set to the touch (the brownies will 
keep baking in the hot pan out of the oven). If testing with a 
toothpick, the toothpick should come out fudge

8. Remove from the pan and allow to cool to room temperature 
before slicing into brownies. Squares 

Our Bakers Suggest Adding: c
rushed walnuts, peanuts, almonds, white chocolate chips, dried fruit (raisins, cranberries, etc) no more than 100g!! PER 300g of BROWNIE MIX  1 it will slow 
down the baking  time and  Brownies will be dry , 2  the ingredients will sink to the bottom and will need longer to cook and be dried out  and it may not cook 
out properly and will different ingredients baking at different times  3 its really not nice to eat at all  so if have  a 3 bofx brownie you can add 50G of extras 
and if you can add 75g of extras 


